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Signature Collection November 2022

Dunlopillo Signature Collection mattresses and bases are 
guaranteed for ten years*

All claims under the guarantee should be made through the retailer where the bed was purchased.

* If you have purchased an adjustable model the remote control handset is guaranteed for two years.
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Imagine…

A world where the quality of our sleep directly influences the quality of our lives, where our waking 
days are full of boundless energy and our daily lives are a symbiotic and harmonious reflection of night 

and day...

A perfect sanctuary, a place to relax, rest and unwind. A haven of comfort, where the tranquillity of 
peaceful solitude is a frequent and welcome destination in the complex journey that is our daily lives...

A world where the humble meticulous artisan embraces innovation in a pure belief that the physical and 
poetic dimension of design can sculpt our well-being on an intellectual and physical plane...

Our secret…

This world has existed since 1929.

MADE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM





The natura l  way to s leep
We use only pure latex... pure and simple
Natural latex is a wonderful material derived from the sap of rubber trees 
(Hevea Brasiliensis) grown in managed sustainable plantations around the world. 

Every drop counts
A rubber tree only produces 27ml of latex daily.  Perfecting comfort takes time... in fact 
it takes one tree over 500 days to create enough latex for a single mattress. 

Environmentally friendly
Latex is one of the most eco-friendly mattress fillings. Latex rubber trees purify over  
90 million tons of carbon dioxide a year.  All of our natural latex is sourced from 
sustainably managed plantations.

Health and wellbeing
Natural latex has anti-allergenic, anti-bacterial and anti-microbial properties.  
The unique Dunlop manufacturing process ensures that all these characteristics are 
embodied in our innovative Dunlopillo mattresses.

Quiet, durable and ventilated
Dunlopillo latex is resilient, responsive and completely noise free, helping to provide a 
revitalising, undisturbed and natural sleep.  The unique open cell structure of Dunlopillo 
latex enables all of our mattresses to be self ventilating for the whole of their life.



Dunlopi l lo  s leep sc ience

7 Comfort zones
Softer comfort zones cushion your shoulders, hips and heels, whilst 
firmer support zones provide perfect balance to allow your spine 
to be correctly aligned in which ever position you sleep in.

Breathable
Dunlopillo latex’s open cell structure is made up of millions of 
interconnecting microscopic air bubbles, which not only ensures 
a very supportive mattress, but also promotes constant air 
circulation. Natural movement during the night helps ventilate 
the mattress and keeps the bed at a constant and comfortable 
temperature.

Pressure relieving
Through its unrivalled elasticity, our latex provides instant pressure 
relief and encourages a healthy blood supply to your muscles so 
you awake feeling refreshed and revitalised.

Durable
Dunlopillo latex mattresses are designed to deliver long lasting 
performance by utilising their natural resilience to hold their shape 
and remain durable for years to come.

Health and wellbeing
Natural latex has anti-allergenic, anti-bacterial and anti-microbial 
properties.

Maintenance free
Designed to make life easier, Dunlopillo mattresses are completely 
maintenance free.  Once on your base the mattress doesn’t need 
to be moved again - no need to rotate or flip.

Progressive comfort
Dunlopillo latex instantly responds and adapts to individual profiles 
and movements and encourages deeper and more restful sleep.



Optimal upper body support

Optimal core support

Optimal lower body support



Orchid
The Orchid mattress marries the Dunlopillo blueprint for firm 
comfort with an extra deep comfort core. The result is a fusion of 
intelligent design that characterises sublime comfort, subtle support 
and the very best in sleep innovation.

Featuring a 180 x 200cm Orchid mattress on a firm edge pocket 2 drawer divan base.  
The base and Lorton headboard shown in Duck Egg. 





       

Mil lennium
Personifying the very essence of comfort, the Millennium mattress 
embraces the comfort values that the Dunlopillo brand was 
founded upon in 1929.  The extra deep comfort core coalesces 
all of Dunlopillo’s design and technical expertise into the ultimate 
instrument to aid a perfect night’s sleep. 

Featuring a 180cm x 200cm Millennium mattress on an adjustable electric 2 drawer base.  
The base and Santon headboard shown in Storm.





Royal  Sovere ign
A timeless classic with a renowned reputation for comfort, the 
Royal Sovereign has been cleverly innovated to deliver a seamless 
sleep experience. The expertly engineered mattress surface 
contours the body, whilst the deeper comfort core delivers holistic 
levels of inspired luxury. 

Featuring a 180cm x 200cm Royal Sovereign mattress on a firm edge 2 drawer base.  
The base and Honour headboard shown in Slate.





Firmrest
Over 80 years of design, research and development have 
culminated in the perfect design blueprint for engineering firm 
supportive comfort. The Firmrest mattress epitomises this quest 
and is unapologetically the firmest mattress in the Dunlopillo 
spectrum of comfort. 

Featuring a 180cm x 200cm Firmrest mattress on an ottoman base.  
The base and Noble headboard shown in Midnight.





Diamond
With its stylish aesthetic and contemporary depth, the Diamond 
mattress has been developed to optimise ergonomic support 
within a specifically designed Dunlopillo latex interior. 
This multi-density comfort core is arranged in seven targeted 
support zones that deliver a pioneering sleep experience. 

Featuring a 180cm x 200cm Diamond mattress on a firm edge pocket base.  
The base and Lindal headboard shown in Cousteau.





Mattresses
Time costs nothing, but spending time choosing the right mattress is an 
investment in your health, happiness and well-being. A good night’s sleep 
depends on a number of factors, but selecting the right mattress is the foundation 
to a restful and relaxing sleep – night or day.

The Signature Collection of mattresses represents Dunlopillo’s blueprint for absolute 
comfort. Each one of our 10 mattresses offers a truly unique environment to rest, 
relax and unwind. Each mattress has been designed to provide excellent postural 
support, whilst delivering a level of unique luxury that is unparalleled.

Our advice…please take your time to choose your perfect Dunlopillo mattress.

C h o o s i n g  t h e  r i g h t  m a t t r e s s 
It is very important to consider the support your body needs…a 
neutral position is essential, one in which your spine has correct 
natural curvature and your head, shoulders, waist and legs are in 
proper alignment. 

A bed that is too soft or too firm will cause your body core to fall 
out of neutral alignment leading to persistent discomfort and restless 
sleep patterns.



D i a m o n d
• Medium support
• 18cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Soft touch cover with Actipro™ technology

F i r m r e s t 
• Firm support
• 18cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Soft touch cover with Actipro™ technology

R o y a l  S o v e r e i g n 
• Medium support
• 21cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Soft touch cover with Actipro™ technology

Luxury deep mattresses 21cm
The Royal Sovereign mattress features our luxury deep 100% pure Dunlopillo latex 
mattress cores at 21cm deep they are all encompassing. Luxuriate in unparalleled 
breathability, adaptability and support for a relaxing sleep.

Deep mattresses 18cm
The Firmrest and Diamond mattresses feature the deep 100% pure Dunlopillo latex 
mattress cores at 18cm they are the introductory mattresses in the Signature Collection 
delivering a harmony of comfort and support for a revitalising sleep.

O r c h i d
• Firm support
• 24cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Soft touch cover with Actipro™ technology

M i l l e n n i u m 
• Medium support
• 24cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Soft touch cover with Actipro™ technology

Sumptuous deep mattresses 24cm
The Orchid and Millennium mattresses feature the deepest of 100% pure Dunlopillo 
latex mattress cores. You can truly feel that touch extra depth delivers a substantial and 
sumptuous difference for unsurpassable sleeping comfort.

Clean and fresh
Actipro™ technology is used in our mattress fabric to provide natural protection against 
allergens, dust mites and odours which helps to maintain a clean, fresh and healthy sleep 
environment.



Innovative cooling technology mattress cover
A technology fabric upgrade option that enhances even further the 
excellent cooling and ventilated sleeping surface provided by Dunlopillo 
latex. The highly conductive properties of this clever fabric maintains 
the sleeping surface temperature at 1oC below body temperature to 
provide a cooler and more relaxing sleeping environment. O r c h i d  P l u s

• Firm support
• 24cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Dunlopillo Plus cover with innovative cooling 

technology

M i l l e n n i u m  P l u s
• Medium support
• 24cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Dunlopillo Plus cover with innovative cooling 

technology

Sumptuous deep mattresses 24cm
The Orchid Plus and Millennium Plus mattresses feature the deepest of 100% pure 
Dunlopillo latex mattress cores. You can truly feel that touch extra depth delivers a 
substantial and sumptuous difference for unsurpassable sleeping comfort.



M a t t r e s s 
i n f o r m a t i o n

Mattress 
border
height

Tension

Sizes and weights available

75cm x 
200cm

90cm x 
190cm

90cm x 
200cm

135cm x 
190cm

150cm x 
200cm

180cm x 
200cm

Orchid
Orchid Plus

24cm Firm
3

29kg
3

30kg
3

35kg
3

45kg
3

57kg
3

69kg

Millennium
Millennium Plus

24cm Medium
3

26kg
3

28kg
3

31kg
3

41kg
3

52kg
3

62kg

Royal Sovereign
Royal Sovereign Plus

21cm Medium
3

23kg
3

24kg
3

28kg
3

36kg
3

45kg
3

54kg

Firmrest
Firmrest Plus

18cm Firm
3

24kg
3

25kg
3

29kg
3

37kg
3

47kg
3

56kg

Diamond
Diamond Plus

18cm Medium
3

21kg
3

22kg
3

25kg
3

33kg
3

42kg
3

50kg

Mattress weights are rounded up to the next whole kg

D i a m o n d  P l u s
• Medium support
• 18cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Dunlopillo Plus cover with innovative cooling 

technology

F i r m r e s t  P l u s
• Firm support
• 18cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Dunlopillo Plus cover with innovative cooling 

technology

Deep mattresses 18cm
The Firmrest Plus and Diamond Plus mattresses feature the deep 100% pure Dunlopillo 
latex mattress cores at 18cm they are the introductory mattresses in the Signature 
Collection delivering a harmony of comfort and support for a revitalising sleep.

R o y a l  S o v e r e i g n  P l u s
• Medium support
• 21cm 100% pure Dunlopillo latex
• 7 Comfort zones
• Dunlopillo Plus cover with innovative cooling 

technology

Luxury deep mattresses 21cm
The Royal Sovereign Plus mattress features our luxury deep 100% pure Dunlopillo 
latex mattress cores at 21cm deep they are all encompassing. Luxuriate in unparalleled 
breathability, adaptability and support for a relaxing sleep.



O t t o m a n
An ottoman base is an ideal solution if space is limited 
in your bedroom as it provides generous storage 
space for linen, towels or clothes. 

On the ottoman the base lifts easily with the help of 
gas rams and hinges.  

Ventilation holes have been drilled in the lid of 
the ottoman to allow air to circulate through the 
upholstery fabric and the mattress positioned on top.

Bases
Designed to offer the ultimate comfort experience, your Dunlopillo mattress can 
be enhanced when paired with a Dunlopillo base. Conceived to work in perfect 
harmony with all of our Dunlopillo mattresses, your Dunlopillo base plays an 
important part in maintaining the performance and longevity of your mattress.

With a host of options that include the firm edge pocketed base, a wireless 
adjustable base, a unique slatted base and a supremely stylish ottoman, your 
comfort and aesthetic style can be tailored just for you.

The Dunlopillo combination of mattresses and bases generate a multitude of 
comfort levels ensuring that the perfect sleep environment can be personalised to 
you and your partner’s exacting requirements.

Dunlopillo mattresses can not be used on solid plywood or hardboard top beds or divans.



A d j u s t a b l e  e l e c t r i c
The ultimate in stylish and functional comfort, 
the Dunlopillo electrically adjustable bed is a fluid 
harmony of practicality, innovation and design.  The 
sprung birch wood slats individually flex to your body 
shape, weight and movement providing a firm yet 
supportive foundation to your Dunlopillo mattress.

The firmness of the system can also be controlled 
through the use of cleverly designed comfort 
adjusters positioned in the lumbar region of the 
system. Moving the adjusters to the outside edge of 
the system will create a firmer feel, whilst positioning 
them centrally will create a softer feel.

Individual remote controls allow you and your 
partner to adjust the back and leg areas to find your 
perfect comfort position. The wireless remote 
control even functions as a torch so you do not have 
to disturb your partner and can be easily stored away 
when not in use.

S l a t t e d 
The Dunlopillo slatted base incorporates our 
supremely comfortable sprung birch wood slat 
system. Driven by our blueprint for comfort, the 
slat system has been designed to flex to your body 
weight and movement offering a firmer level of 
support and comfort compared to the sprung edge 
base. This system also dramatically increases airflow 
beneath the mattress, which in turn enhances the 
natural breathable characteristics of Dunlopillo latex.

The firmness of the system can also be controlled 
through the use of cleverly designed comfort 
adjusters positioned in the lumbar region of the 
system. Moving the adjusters to the outside edge of 
the system will create a firmer feel, whilst positioning 
them centrally will create a softer feel.

The slatted base has also been designed to allow 
for the addition of our solid timber drawer storage 
options.

B a s e  o p t i o n s

Sizes available and packaged weights

75cm x 
200cm

90cm x 
190cm

90cm x 
200cm

120cm x 
190cm

135cm x 
190cm

150cm x 
200cm

180cm x 
200cm

Adjustable electric 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 ¹

Ottoman 5 5 3 5 3 3 3 

Slatted 5 3 3 5 3 3 3 ¹

Storaway 5 3 5 5 3 3 3 

Firm edge pocket 5 3 3 5 3 3 3

See www.dunlopillo.co.uk for full weights¹ Available as a combination of adjustable in one half and slatted in the other.

F i r m  e d g e  p o c k e t  

Constructed from sustainable timber, the precisely 
upholstered Dunlopillo firm edge pocket base 
supports a responsive pocket spring layer that works 
in perfect harmony with your Dunlopillo mattress. 
Seated inside a wooden frame the pocket springs 
soften the comfort of the mattress while providing a 
firm edge that prevents ‘roll off’ from the side of the 
bed. 

One piece mattresses are supplied with drop middle 
firm edge pocket divans to prevent any feeling of a 
firm ridge in the middle of the bed, while pairs of 
mattresses, zip and link mattresses for example, are 
supplied with firm edge all round divan bases, allowing 
them to be separated to twin beds when required. 

Dunlopillo pocket bases have been designed to 
give you a deeper, softer comfort level while being 
constructed to allow the addition of solid timber 
drawer storage options. 

S t o r a w a y  d i v a n
This elegant upholstered Storaway divan provides 
an abundance of storage space, whilst keeping your 
bedroom looking sleek and tidy with upholstered 

valances to hide it all away.



Storage
Adjustable electric, slatted and firm edge pocket bases are available with a choice 
of three drawer configurations allowing you to add flexible storage to your 
bedroom. 

If you do not require drawers with your base, we also offer a non-storage option.
All drawers are assembled from solid hardwood using dovetail joints for strength 
and glide along smooth operation runners.

If you choose a base with drawers please consider if 
your room has enough space to open them: bases with 
drawers will need at least 40cm surrounding space from 
the side of the bed to enable you to pull the drawers 
out fully.

Width Length
Internal 
height

Weight  
limit

Large drawers 78.3cm
52.5cm 15cm 25kg

Small drawers 40.5cm

2
Large

drawers

2 Small 
& 2 large 
drawers

4
Large

drawers

Non
storage





Adjustable  e lectr ic  beds

The Dunlopillo fully adjustable electric bed is the ultimate partner in helping you rest, relax 
and unwind. The intuitive wireless remote control allows you to find your perfect comfort 
position and the cleverly designed sprung birch wood slats can themselves be adjusted to 
find the perfect lumbar tension that suits you and your partner’s individual needs.

Wireless control

A Dunlopillo wireless remote control enables you and your partner to 
independently adjust each side of your Dunlopillo bed to ensure you 
achieve the very best comfort and a restful night’s sleep. The controls have 
six different adjustable actions that allow you to position your head, back 
and legs in your ideal comfort position.

The wireless remote control even functions as a torch so you do not 
have to disturb your partner and can be easily stored away when 
not in use.

1. Head and foot end raised
2. Head and foot end lowered
3. Head end raised
4. Head end lowered
5. Foot end raised
6. Foot end lowered
7. Torch

1. Slat holders
2. Tension adjuster
3. Fabric centre belt

Firm Soft Soft Firm

1. 2. 3. 2. 1.

Comfort  ad juster  s lats

The firmness of the slat system on the slatted base and adjustable electric 
bases can be controlled through the use of cleverly designed comfort 
adjusters positioned in the lumbar region of the system. Moving the 
adjusters to the outside edge of the system will create a firmer feel, 
whilst positioning them centrally will create a softer feel. Other comfort 
levels can be achieved by moving the adjuster between the soft and firm 
positions.





Headboards
A headboard can be the focal point of any sleep sanctuary by creating a pleasing and reassuring back drop to your room design. Dunlopillo offer a range of seven stylish 
headboards to accompany your Dunlopillo bed. All of the designs are available in a choice of premium fabrics ensuring the perfect design union between headboard, mattress 
and base.

Matrix
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 10cm

Regal
Height 163cm

Width of bed +25cm
Depth 26cm

Grand
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

Harlequin
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

Lorton

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 8cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 8cm

Santon

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 10cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 10cm

Consort

Bedfix
1 Row of buttons

Panel height 70cm Width 
same as bed
Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Blenheim
Height 135cm.

Width +18cm on width of 
mattress/divan.
Depth 16cm.

Burford
Height 135cm.

Same width as mattress/divan.
Depth 8cm.

Aston
Height 135cm.

Same width as mattress/divan.
Depth 8cm.



Contemporary

Bedfix
1 Row of buttons

Panel height 70cm Width 
same as bed
Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

Rydal

Bed-fix
2 Rows of buttons

Panel height 70cm Width 
same as bed
Depth 8cm

Extra height
2 Rows of buttons

Height 135cm
Width same as bed

Depth 8cm

August with a curved profile

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 7cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Extra Height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Taylor

Monroe Bedfix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Hepburn Bedfix
Panel height 70cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Buttons Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Cirrus Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Contour Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Curve Bedfix
Panel height 58cm 

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Baronial

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Honour

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Lindal

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Modern

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm Width 

same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Extra height
Height 135cm

Width same as bed
Depth 7.5cm

Loren

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm
Width same as bed 

Depth 7cm

Extra height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Bed-fix
Panel height 70cm             
Width same as bed 

Depth 7cm

Extra Height
Height 132cm

Width same as bed 
Depth 7cm

Winster



Dynamic
0372

Voltaic
0370

Mineral Grey
3114

Fusion
0371

Mist
0382

Zen Green
0383

Welsh Flint
0386

Cherry Blossom
0385

Cedar
3111

Azure
0384

Steel
3113

Miami Sand
3112

Atomic
0373

Spirit
0374

Angelic Blue
8070

Irresistible Onyx
8072

At Dunlopillo we believe the upholstery fabric to be part of the quintessential blueprint for comfort design. Comfort not only encompasses 
the physical dimension but it transcends the visual dimension as well. Our solution is to provide a choice of premium fabrics that allow you 
to create a unique environment that can be tailored to your exacting styles and tastes.

Fabr ic
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The fabric colours in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual colours due to limitations in the printing process or screen calibrations.

Flint
7565

Bay Mist
7241

Amethyst
7886

Taupe
7240

Granite
7239

Pacific
7824

Silver Fox
0394

Grey Dawn
0380

Mink
0401

Biscuit
0379

Olive
0430

Cousteau
0395

Midnight
0402

Blush
 0393

Aubergine
0378

Foggy Grey
0405

Charcoal
0407

Grey Steel
0409

Beige
0406

Sea Blue
0408

Pistachio
0410

Coral
0411

Bright Silver
0424

Aluminium
0423

Pebble
0421

Teal
0422

Air Force Grey
0413

Russet
0412

Iconic Silver
7589

Obsidian
0425

Fine Silver
0416

Zinc
0417

Lashes Black
3504

Boulevard Stone
3501

Duck Egg
3524

Atlantic
0258

Sahara
0260

Storm
0223

Rain
0259
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